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Press release, Gothenburg  
February 18, 2016 

Fingerprint Cards launches touch fingerprint sensor under cover 
glass 

Fingerprint Cards (FPC) launches FPC1268, a new touch fingerprint sensor in the 
FPC1200 series with FPC OneTouch®. The new sensor can be mounted under the cover 
glass of the smartphone. Development of smartphones using the new sensor has been 
started by lead smartphone manufacturers and the first commercial devices are 
expected to reach the market in second half of 2016.  
 
The introduction of the new FPC1268 touch fingerprint sensor enables manufacturers of smartphones 
and other devices to further extend the design language of integrating fingerprint sensors in the device. 
Using FPC1268, the fingerprint sensor can be covered by standard cover glass used in smartphones, in 
the non-active part below the display. FPC1268 can be completely hidden under the cover glass of the 
smartphone allowing for fingerprint capability without a dedicated button. Alternatively FPC1268 can be 
used as home button covered by glass.  
 
As with all FPC’s fingerprint sensors, FPC1268 delivers industry leading biometric performance, enabling 
a great user experience for secure user verification. The first release of FPC1268 will enable cover glass 
of 300 µm, however the sensor technology used in FPC1268 extends to enable cover glass of up to 400 
µm.  
 
Jörgen Lantto, President and CEO of FPC, comments: “FPC1268 shows our technology once more 
extending the barriers of what fingerprint sensors have enabled to date. Using FPC1268, smartphone 
manufacturers will be able to completely embed the fingerprint sensor beneath the cover glass of the 
smartphone, enabling new innovative industrial designs. Thanks to its cost effective design as well as the 
ease of integrating FPC1268 together with the cover glass of the smartphone, FPC1268 enables a highly 
cost competitive solution for embedding a fingerprint sensor under the cover glass. We are looking 
forward to seeing the launch of flagship smartphones using FPC1268 during the second half of 2016 and 
in 2017”.  
 
FPC1268 has already passed extensive testing and verification, and engineering samples are available to 
customers in cooperation with leading module houses. Full qualification of FPC1268 is planned for Q2 
2016 and the first smartphones are planned for commercial launch during the second half 2016. 
FPC1268 will be demonstrated to invited guests during Mobile World Congress in Barcelona February 
22-25, 2016. 
 
For more information, please contact:  

Jörgen Lantto, President and CEO Fingerprint Cards AB (publ), +46-(0)31-60 78 20, 
investrel@fingerprints.com 

Footage http://www.fingerprints.com/corporate/en/media-2/press-kit/ 

About Fingerprint Cards AB (publ) 
Fingerprint Cards AB (FPC) is a high tech and listed 
company which develops, produces and markets 
biometric technology that through the analysis 
and matching of an individual’s unique fingerprint 
verify the person’s identity. A secure and 
convenient user experience is thus made possible, 

beyond keys and pins. The FPC technology offers 
world class advantages and include unique image 
quality, extreme robustness, low power 
consumption and complete biometric systems. 
With these advantages and in combination with 
low production costs the technology may be 
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implemented in large volume products as 
smartphones, tablets and biometric cards where 
these demands are extremely high. FPC’s 

technology have user cases from a number of 
applications.

 
The information was issued for publication on February 18, 2016, at 8:00 a.m. 
 

Important information 
Issuance, publication or distribution of this press release in certain jurisdictions could be subject to restrictions. The recipient of 
this press release is responsible for using this press release and the constituent information in accordance with the rules and 
regulations prevailing in the particular jurisdiction. This press release does not constitute an offer, or invitation to acquire or 
subscribe for new securities in Fingerprint Cards in any jurisdiction. 
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